Pre-Show Advisory

Galaxy Broadband Communications to Showcase Encore Networks
4G Wireless Routers at Canadian Utilities IT Conference
2014 Canadian Utilities IT and Telecom Conference – Calgary TELUS Convention Center
Calgary, Alberta - September 23-26 – Galaxy Booth #319
Chantilly, VA – September 18, 2014 – Encore Networks, a leader in M2M solutions for fixed and wireless
communications, and Galaxy Broadband Communications Inc., a leading North American provider of
Enterprise satellite networks, announced today that Galaxy will exhibit Encore’s temperature hardened
4G broadband router, the EN-4000™, at the Canadian Utilities IT and Telecom Conference hosted by the
Utilities Telecom Council (UTC) of Canada.
Galaxy is a Canadian satellite communications company that provides IP networks to the Resource,
Government and Enterprise markets. Galaxy deployed its first satellite services in 1992, and has evolved
to provide state-of-the-art satellite solutions by delivering High Speed Data and VoIP Network
connectivity that meets the needs of remote and underserved areas.
Galaxy utilizes Encore’s rugged routers for wireless M2M and SCADA applications in locations where
environmental controls are limited, such as power distribution sub-stations including wind and solar, oil
and gas pipelines and drill sites. The EN-4000™ contains no fans or moving parts. The all metal enclosure
resists dust, moisture, and electromagnetic interference (EMI), increasing overall reliability and
operations in temperatures ranges from -40°C to +85°C.
Encore’s patented Selective Layer Encryption (SLE) feature is an encryption technology that securely
connects satellite networks with terrestrial Internet links as part of an end-to-end VPN solution. SLE
allows Galaxy’s customers, requiring secure access, to realize the full potential of their bandwidth
without the performance degradation associated with off-the-shelf products.
To schedule a meeting during the conference please contact Doug Harvey, V.P. Business Development,
Sales & Marketing, 416-722-5282.
To learn more about Encore Networks products please visit www.encorenetworks.com, email
info@encorenetworks.com or call 703-318-4325

About Encore Networks
Encore Networks (www.encorenetworks.com) is a leading designer and manufacturer of commercial
enterprise and industrial hardened routers providing IP, SSL, VPN, Firewall, Ethernet Switching, Legacy
Copper Line POTS replacement interface and serial data protocol to IP interworking with embedded 4G
cellular modems all in a single box solution. Made in the USA, Encore’s family of BANDIT™ and EN™
routers are purpose built for numerous Distributed Enterprise, Internet of Things, M2M and Business
Continuity applications. Encore enables companies to reduce total cost of ownership by reducing
dependence on high cost wireline connections and converting them seamlessly to next generation
cellular connections while protecting their embedded equipment investment.
About Galaxy Broadband Communications Inc.
For over 20 years Galaxy has been a leading North American provider of Enterprise satellite networks
and services focused on the Resource and Government industries. Galaxy provides solutions ranging
from fully managed voice and data networks to sophisticated network managed services that control
hundreds of users in camps, remote offices as well as Fleet tracking. For more information, please visit
www.galaxybroadband.ca.
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